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In 21 century, China economy is geared to international standards. The rapid 
developing technology goes into China enterprise. The idea of advanced economic 
management is established, and become mature. With the increasing competition of 
marketing economy, to be surviving and developing, China enterprise need to 
develop and optimize enterprise strategy, race to control market share and revenue 
share, then get maximize profit. Human resources is the core of enterprise’s strategy 
resource. The remuneration system is the important subsystem to make enterprise 
realize strategic human resources management. 
Firstly, this thesis elaborates the theory and concept about remuneration system, 
salary and performance incentives, explains the important function of study and 
improvement about remuneration system in the enterprise’s whole developing 
process, discusses the remuneration system design principle. Secondly, this thesis 
analyzes the remuneration system now existing of QZ Mobile marketing service 
staffs, finds out the shortage and the problem needs to be solved. Thirdly, aiming at 
existing problem, this thesis puts forward improvements about existing remuneration 
system. The improvement revolves around enterprise’s strategic objectives, 
combines with remuneration system design’s incentive principle, fair-minded 
principle and moderate principle. Then stimulate the marketing service staff’s work 
enthusiasm, raise the enterprise’s performance. Finally, this thesis proposes the 
evaluation about remuneration system which after improved and the preparatory to 
implementing. 
QZ Mobile company that this thesis studies is typical state-owned enterprise. It 
is also a listed company. The quantity of marketing service staff is the most in the 
company, near half of the employee. In the intensely competitive market 
environment, how to improve marketing service staff’s remuneration incentive 
system, bring greater enterprise’s performance raising, create more profit, becomes 
an important issue. The study about the issue has positive reference value for similar 
enterprise in China.    
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